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THE THEORY OF PROPELLERS
IV—THRUST, ENERGY, AND EFFICIENCY FORMULAS FOR SINGLE-
AND DUAL-ROTATING PROPELLERS WITH IDEAL
CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
BY TEDODOEE THEODOFMDN
,-
SUMMARY
Simple and ewct exprewimw are given for the ejkiewy of
ehgle- and dwuhotuiing propellers w-ii%ideal ci.rcu.luiiondi.s-
tribuiwn w gioen by the Gold-skinjun.ciion.zfor single-rotaiing
propelhn and by the newfun.bona for dua.1-rotutingpropel.1.em
frOZ’I pad I of the prezent seria. % qfkienq is 8hown to
depend primarily on a dqhed loadjacior and, to a very emaL!
extent, on an axh? lo88ja-etor. Tabl.e8and grapha are included
jor practical use ojthe rwuli%. The prewd paper h thejourth
h a 88?+% On. th4 th40~ Of ~Op6ik8.
INTRODUCTION
The thrust, the energy loss, and the eiliciency of a pro-
peller me given completely and uniquely by the condition
of the wake far behind the propeller. Detailed knowledge
of the propeller required to create the particular wake
pattern is not needed; in fact, the propeller is not uniquely
determined by the wake pattern. An element of lift may
be transposed in a direction tangent to the vortex surface in
such a manner as to maintain the identical vortex pattern
far behind the propeller.
Several equivalent propellers may thus exist-all with the
same vortex surface far behind the propeller. Such quanti-
ties as the diameter, the pitch, and the rate of advance of
the surface of discontinuity far behind the propeller are
therefore of a more fundamental significance in many re-
spects than the similar quantities referring to the propeller.
At any rata, it has been found convenient for the present
theoretical treatment to consider all quantities ss referring
to the conditions of the ultimate wake. Only in the final
stage of the actual design of the propeller are the interrelw
tions of the propeller and the ultimate wake of concern.
I?or the present investigation only lmo-ivledge of the ultimate
wake is required. The thrust, the various energy losses,
and the efficiency are dependent only on the ultimate wake.
The present paper is the fourth in a series on the theory
of propellem. The first of the series (reference 1) deals
with a set of new functions for the thrust distribution of
dual-rotating propellem. The second (reference 2) con-
cerns the axial interference velocity, and the third (refer-
ence 3) treats of the contraction of the propeller wake.
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SYMBOLS .
angular coordinate on vortex sheet
tip radius of propeller
nondimensional radius in twins of tip rsdius
wrial coordinate
number 01 blades of propeller; also, pressure
circulation at radius z
wignhm veloci~ of propeller
advance velocity of propeller
reanvard displacement velotity of helical vortex
surface (at infinity)
()‘Vance‘tio %’
K(x) circulation function for single rotation
(p
ru )2T(V+W)W
K(z, o) circulation function for dual rotation
mass coefficient
(J
1
‘2
SS
K(z)z O?Xor + ~1
z+
)
K(X, L9)zdd oh
o 0
projected area of helix (at iniinity)
control surface (at infinity)
volume of wake region
density of fluid
interference velocity
axial interference velocity
radial interference velocity
tangential interference velocity
velocity potential
thrust
( ‘Tw)
pitch of wake helii 27—
axial energy-lo’ss factor
radial energy-loss factor
tangential energy-loss factor
energy loss in wake
‘fficiency(&E)
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C* spe~ic loading factor referred to wake at
()
infinity &
a apparent induced displacement velocity at pro-
peller disk
MASS COEFFICIENT K
b r6fOrMLC0 1 the COIMX@ Of fL III&s COOf6CbIIt K WfiS
introduced. By d@nition
JK=2 ;~(Z)Z dX
where
prw
‘@)=2 z(v+Wl)lV
and z is the nondirectional radius of the wake. In more
general terms to include also dual-rotating prop~ers, K may
be deiined by
J
K=; ~~(% o)~
where -K(z, 0) is a function of both the radius z and the
angle 19or the time t. The coeflkient K k thus the mean
value of the circulation factor K(x, 8) over the area of the
wake cross section.
It is shown in the following discussion that the momentum
Jp vdu
contained in the space u enclosed between two infinite planes
perpendicular to the axis at a distance between them equal
to the distance between succ=ive surfaces of discontinuity
is equal to
kd’
The designation “mass coefficient” originates from this rela-
tion. The mass of air set in motion with a velocity w is of
the croes section KF or, if the column F is considered to be in
motion, it will attain the mean velocity m; hence the term
“mass codkknt” is used for K. Reference 1 gives the cir-
CUkttiOII fUIICtiOII ~(z) or X(Z, 0) and the mass ecdicient K
for all significant cases of single- and dual-rotating propellers.
It maybe seen later that the mass coefhcient K times w is not
I
erectly identical tith the thrust coefficient ~c, because K
refem to a certain momentum and not to the thrust.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF PROPELLER WITH IDEAL
CIRCULATION DISTRIIHITION
Expressions will be given for the thrust and energy loss
for both single- and dual-rotating propellers. The dis-
cussion is restricted to the case of the ideal circtiation clis-
tribution. Ii this case, the surface of discontinuity move9
backward as a rigid surface at a constant rate of motion w.
The equation of motion maybe written in the form
P–Po+;P@+Pa+t=o
where the subscript Orefers to the condition at infinity with
the medium at rest. Because of the stipulation that tho
entire field moves backward as a rigid body, the relation
@J=j(z-wt, z, e)
exists and, consequently,
34 a~
Tt=–Tz
Since ~z=v., it follows that
and the equation of motion for this type of rigid-pattern dis-
placement flow is, in generaI,
P–Po+;#d=Pwv. (1)
CALCULATION OF THRUST
In calculating the thrust of the propeller, it is convenient
to employ an imaginary control surface, whioh encloses the
propeller but is infinitely distant from it. The control sur-
face may be ohosen as a cube with infinitely long sides and
with the propoller at the center and the wake directed pm-
pendicular tQ one wall S, crossing it in the middle and &~-
tending in.6nitely far beyond or outside the control surface.
Let the center of the wake be the z-axis. By methods of
classical mechaniw, the instantaneous thrust is obtained as
J
T= ~–p,+p(v+o.)o.]~
Introducing equation (1) transforms this integral to
T=pS[ 1(V+ W) Oz+V:–& dS
Since the thrust may vary with time as is the case for the
ideal dual-rotating propeller, an integration must also be
performed with respect to time. This integration results in
the expression
Lr[T=:p : ~ 1(V+ W) VZ+O:–9 dS dt
Site + and therefore the velocities v and u. are functions of
z—wt, this integral may be obtained as a volume intcgml
taken over a volume of an infinite cross section S uncl a
length along the axis z equal to the distance betmwon suc-
cessive vortex sheets. This distance is
–=2-
H
P @p
where p is the number of blades. The integral thus bocomcs
T=~p
S[ 1
(v+w)oz–&+vj dcr
–H u
P
Now
J.4i.=J,w=J-Frd3
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where the surface integral is taken over one turn of the
vortex surf ace with &S as the projection on the surface S
perpendicular to the axis z. With
~=2r(T7+@VK(z, e)
pw
the following relation is obtained:
Iy”J”=lLK@’)’~
P
This relation may be transformed by the introduction of
the mass coefficient K (see reference 1), which is defined as
the mean value of X(Z, 0) over the projected wake area
J
1 K(z, 0)’S‘=F 1?
Then .-
;HJ” -
For the second integral occurring in
thrust, a similar treatment yields
.,l
the expression for the
I?inally, by definition of a quantity e, which may be recog-
nized as the axial energy-loss factor, the third integral is
1sv,zdo==&F_TE .
P
This integral is obviously the expression for twice the axial
energy loss contained in the volume a between successive
vorimx sheets. Since ZIZ<V’, it is evident that E<K and
;<1.
By use of these three expressions, the thrust maybe writi
ten in the simple form
[ 1T=FP (V+w)KV+e&$F&
‘PFW[V+WG+91
(2)
CALCULATION OF ENERGY LOSS IN WAKE
By methods of classical mechanics, it can be shown that
the expression for the instantaneous energy loss in the wake
is
E= J“ [(P–Po+;d}.+;@q ~
By use of relation (1) this expression becomes
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By integrating over time and transfeming to a volume in-
tegral as was done for the thrust, the expression is changed to
E=$
S( )
VZ%V+9V du
~H “
Replacing the integrals
Jv’a%l
v% as before gives
tlnally )E=pFKU&W+& (3)
EFFICIENCY
With the thrust and the energy loss lmown from equations
(2) and (3), the efficiency defined as q=&E is given by
PFW[V+W(:+31V
‘+”~++‘+pFd(?’++v)( )1
[V+W6+91V
‘= (V+w)(V+;w)
With the introduction of a nondimensional quantity
D=;, the efficiency becomes My
()l+m ;+;
‘=(l+Z) (l+:E
)
(4)
which is the exact expresion for the ideal &ciency of the
heavily loaded single- or dual-rotating propeller. The
eficiency is a function of the veloci~ ratio w/V infinitely
fac behind the propeller and is dependent on only one other
parameter E/K, which is the ratio of the axial loss to the total
loss.
By introducing the specific loading factor C. in equa-
tion (2), the following expression is obtied:
1
‘=4’+’G+31~=FpVZ
Substituting the quantity c. in equation (4) givw
G+A)G+9’
‘=(:+A)G++:+:A)(5)
where
This formula shows the efficiency as a function primarily of
the parameter c,/K with a slight dependence on c/K. The
efficiencies from the formulas given are plotted as functions
of = and c,/K in @nres 1 and 2, respectivdy; numerical
values of the efficiencies are listed in tables I and II.
843110-5&8
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TABLE I
PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
~ [+3%1
It ~\t/c ~w l/llm l/lo 1/5 2/5 3/5 10 Lm l.m I.m 1.am 1.m.05 .m’ez l.m 1.m.9702 .mm.10 .9s45 .9767.9545 . mn4:E .Q537 .9623 .U5m .msl.15 .Q348 .m47 .’2339 .9329.al .9107 .ml .9204.9105 .91m :%2..ms .9105 .mn .W2s
TABLE II
PROPELLER EFFICIENCY (IN SERIES FORM)
1 6/.CJK
o
:;
.3
::
1
0
Lmm
g
.’KSO
.Wn
l/lw
1.m
.mm
.P502
.ma
.9199
.s022
I/lo
1.CmJ
.mo7
.9531
.W3
.mw
.m
L
1/5
l.m
.mo7
.95SI
. %370
. 91s4
.Lw24
2/5
L cm)
.mo7
.Ww
.W
.9174
.Sw3
345
1.mm
.mm
.Q&m
:E
.WJs
I.ccm
.mw
.Ubs7
.m
.9163
.S945
It is of some interest to give the exact expression for ~
as a function of G and of c,/K in the form of iniinite power
series. These series are
The very small dependence of q on C/K,particularly in equa-
tion (7), is evident.
INDUCED VELOCITY AT PROPELLER
If the efficiency is Written in the form
1
‘=l+a
induced displacementthe quantity a gives the apparent
velocity at the propeller disk. From equation (4)
(8)
FINAL REMARKS
Exact formulas for the ideal Mciencies have bmn de-
veloped. The e%ciency is given simply as
()ll=jl z, ;
or
It has been shown by series developments and graphs tlmt
the dependence of q on the parameter e/K, which is the
axial loss in terms of the total loss, is very small, porticulmly
in the second formula. For this reason the numerical value
of c/K need not be known to a high degree of accuracy, It
can be shown that e/K is approximately equal to Kand, for
most practical purpose9, this approximation is sufficient.
On the other hand, the formulas are exact and the value of c
must be obtained to the degree of exactness actually desired.
Values of l for singl-rotating two-blade propellers are given
as an example in the appendix.
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APPENDIX
DETERMINATION OF AXIAL LOSS FACTOR c
It is seen born the efhciency formulas that the r&aJ loss
ratio ~/K enters as a paxameter. Since the dependence is
very Smafl, it is sticient to know an approximate value of s/K.
It is concluded from the following discussion that the loss
ratio C/Kis only slightly greater than the numerical value of
the mass coefficient K, since thik relation holds for the known
case of an infinite number of bladea and shows reasonable
agreement also in the case of a two-blade propeller for
X=;. Until the low ratio has been obtained by direct cal-
cuhdion, the practice of putting ‘=K is considered satisfa~
K
tory for all purposes.
&al, tangential, and radial loss factom are defined for
and
singlwotdng propellem by
1
J‘=~F s ‘:~
1’
J“=~F g
Vt%s
1
-J“=uYF s
Vr%?s
respectively. Xkrther, the total loss factor
C+~’+~~=K
is given as
the case of a two-blade propeller with X=> These plots
were made by using the functions and constants given by
Goldstein for the velocities v,, v,, and v,. The curves, upon
integration, yield the values
~=().()92Lj
q= O.0768
E,= O.0932
The sum of these three,
is very nearly equal to the value of Kobtained from figure 3
in part I (reference 1). It is noted that the radial 10M,
which has been neglected in all previous discussions of this
subject, is the largest of the three losses.
In the case of an in.finite number of blades. the formulas
for & and& ~ can be integrated explicitly to give
xx
()
—–2X2 log 1++
6=1+1+N
.36
..J2
u28
1 1 1 1 I 1 I I I I I I
II
F1OUH3.—DhMbat1anof axiaf,ten”&ntl&andmildenwgylm.mfortwo-bhdopmpdlor
and
Er= o
The total energy loss is then
The functions e, e,, and Kare plotted against 1 in figure 4.
A plot of the function C/K is also shown in figure 4. The
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value of 6/K for a two-blade propeller with X
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